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Kids thrive on routine because it gives them a sense of
predictability in their lives. Routines can help them feel like they

have their needs met on a regular basis. With back to school
schedule for kids, they are able to depend on the sense of security

they feel in a familiar way with their other routines.
 

When it comes to daily habits like sleeping and eating, most
parents have probably had some kind of routine in place since

their children were infants. As children grow, new activities pop
up, new patterns emerge, and new habits form. 

When regular routines are in place, kids can handle these
changes with less stress.

 
Back to school is perhaps the biggest time of the year for making
adjustments to the family's daily activities. Kids go from a relaxed
(or non-existent) summer schedule to suddenly being expected to
get up, dressed and out the door fairly quickly each day. There are

new stressors and new transitions with added interactions and
after school activities. 

WHY ROUTINE?

1.



Each new school
year comes with

different
challenges and
needs. So it is

important to get
into the routine

that works best for
your kids

WHAT A ROUTINE CAN DO

Help keep your life simple and organized, and

we all know how crazy the school year can

get.

Provide your children a structure to learn

important skills like how to set priorities, meet

deadlines, become more independent, and

develop habits of self-care.

EACH CHILD NEEDS THEIR OWN ROUTINE

2.

Ask your child what they feel are the most important things to

do. Talk together about what is working and what is not. Find out

what the hardest parts of the mornings are for them. 

What do they need help with the most?

What can you expect them to accomplish on their own?

How much time is helpful for them to get ready?

When you include a child in the process of creating a routine,

they are an active participant in it, rather than feeling like tasks

are being imposed upon them. They have a sense of ownership in

the process and are more likely to initiate the steps on their own. 



A Calendar is great way to stay organized and keep everything

in one centralized place. It will serve as an important reference

point each day to help you stay on top of things. 

Get the kids involved in
creating the calendar

with their weeks events
and routine.

Consider using
stickers, or

highlighting to keep
your calendar even

more organized

Even go digital, if that works best for
you. You may want to consider adding

smart speakers to your home. Alexa, the
amazon echo voice activated smart

speaker personality, can help you easily
add items to a calendar - or check your

schedule - all with the sound of your
voice. It's a great way to simplify your

routine.

USING A CALENDAR

3.



MAke the schedule Visible

Your family's back to school morning routine can set the tone for the

rest of the day. Mornings have the potential to be the most productive

time of the day. Of course, it's not guaranteed every morning will run

smoothly and perfectly, which is why it is important to adjust to every

child differently. As one may have a hard time waking up more than the

others and one may need more time to spend on doing their hair?

 

It might be beneficial to create a rough schedule and adjust as the first

months of school go by. 

 

 

Keep the chart simple
 - include the

necessities without
making the routine an

overwhelming chore. 
Older children may do

well with simply a
written checklist on

the back of their
bedroom door. 

CREATE A ROUTINE SCHEDULE

4.

 

For everyday routines in which a lot

of steps are involved, such as getting

ready in the morning, after school

responsibilities, or going to bed at

night, it can be helpful to have a

chart or a list. Having something

visible on the wall is a handy

reminder of what needs to be done

without a parent having to nag. 

 

 



5.

LET THE SCHEDULE BE THE GUIDE 

Rather than direct kids through their
tasks each day, refer to the chart or
checklist to encourage kids to take

initiative of their daily habits.

Ask your child "okay,
you have brushed
your teeth, what

comes next in your
routine chart?"

Not only is a parent able to avoid nagging, but the child is able
to start thinking proactively. Encouraging kids to take charge of
their own routines gives them a much needed sense of personal

responsibility and self sufficiency. They begin to take lead in
taking care of themselves.



Backpacks and school supplies are

stored

Also Establish sections
where:

Art projects and keepsakes are

kept

Sports equipment is stored

away

Important papers are organised

You have been there before. The kids walk through the front door after

a long day of school, throw their backpacks and books on the ground,

leave their shoes in the entry hall then rush off to some other part of

the house to play.

Kids are so excited to get home that it might
be difficult to get them to stay focused and
organized. This is where establishing zones

in your home plays an important role in your
back to school routine. For example, choose

an area in your house known as the
homework station. 

6.

ESTABLISH ZONES IN YOR HOME

These established
zones will help your

house and life be
more organized and

clean.



TAKE TIME TO MEAL PLAN

Preparing meals for your family

throughout the week will be a lot

less stressful if you plan in advance.

Find somewhere to write down the

meals you plan to make for each

day. This could be on a chalkboard

or whiteboard hung in the kitchen

or even on your iPhone or iPad.

 

Also include a grocery list of items

you'll need to buy, in preparation for

each week day meal. One trip to the

grocery store is much more efficient

than last minute meal prep each

day. 

 

This is another area where a smart

speaker can come in handy. As soon

as a grocery item comes to mind,

you can tell Alexa to add it to your

grocery list on your smart phone

and she'll do it right away. When

you get to the store, your list is

available in the app.

 

 

7.

CLICK HERE!

TIPS FOR BACK 

TO SCHOOL 

MEAL PLANNING 
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PACKING A HEALTHY LUNCHBOX

HEALTHY LUNCH BOX GUIDE

The Healthy Lunchbox Week is an initiative by Nutrition Australia that

aims to inspire parents and carers across Australia to create healthy

lunchboxes their children will enjoy. Click on the Healthy Lunch Box

Guide image, for a great eBook that will guide you through creating a

delicious and nutritious lunch for your little ones.

A nourishing diet is essential to a child’s physical health, mental

wellbeing, growth and development. Children eat around a third of

their daily intake at school, which means the lunchbox is very

important for overall health. Fuel their body Filling their lunchbox

with nourishing foods can help give children the energy and

nutrients they need to GO, GROW and GLOW throughout the day.

8.

FUEL THEIR DAY

Kids are more likely to enjoy

their lunchbox food if they are

involved in putting it

together. Try to get them

involved. 

https://7b3b124b-6aef-490b-9223-4734bb4c67c1.filesusr.com/ugd/9d5a8d_ceca437095c942658de067946814edaf.pdf
https://7b3b124b-6aef-490b-9223-4734bb4c67c1.filesusr.com/ugd/9d5a8d_ceca437095c942658de067946814edaf.pdf


ESTABLISH A BED TIME AND STICK TO IT

3 - 5 years - 10 - 13 hours

6 - 13 years - 9 - 11 hours

14 - 18 years - 8 - 10 hours 

The amount of sleep needed for every child may differ, depending on each

childs personal needs. 

THE RECOMMENDED AMOUNT OF SLEEP FOR

CHILDREN BASED ON THEIR AGE:

9.

Nothing makes for a

productive day like a good

night's sleep. We all know how

cranky kids (and parents) can

be without a solid night of rest.

Getting your kids to bed on

time is a vital part of your

school routine.



10.

For morning and evening

routine charts to print click

here

TRY THESE THE NIGHT BEFORE:

Lay out clothes for the next day

Get backpacks ready

Prepare lunches

Prep breakfast food and set out the breakfast plates 

MAKE THE MORNING GO SMOOTHER

Like meal planning is less stressful when planned out in advance,

the same holds true for mornings.

 

As soon as your kids go to sleep, this is the time to start preparing

for the morning ahead.

PLAN AHEAD THE NIGHT BEFORE

BACK PACK CHECK LIST, DO YOU HAVE:

Completed homework

Lunch/lunch money & drink bottle

Books

Notes/forms for teachers

https://www.wendaful.com/2015/08/free-kids-morning-night-routine-charts/


11.

EASE INTO IT

Start practicing a week or two before school starts. This

gives kids a gradual introduction to what the mornings will

look like as the school year approaches.

 

 

Getting up at a slightly

earlier time each day

Then add in getting

dressed before

breakfast

Finally include breakfast

Start by:

Starting a new school year isn't

just an adjustment for your kids,

but for you too. Your own personal

routine will most likely change.

Don't be too hard on yourself or

your kids, let the routine start

simple & it will just flow from there.

By the time school starts,

kids will have a solid feel for

how the morning will go



12.
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